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By Gavin J. Blair

An argument over which
name would be used for
Taiwan when introducing

guests from the island resulted
in a group of Taiwanese atten-
dees refusing to walk down the
green carpet or to attend the
opening night ceremony at the
Toyko International Film Fes-
tival on Saturday night.

The situation came to light

at the opening ceremony for
the Taiwanese Cinema Ren-
aissance 2010: New Breeze of
the Rising Generation sidebar
on Sunday.

The Chinese apparently
wanted Taiwan to be referred
to as Chinese Taipei, as it is
known on the mainland, where
the government regards it as a
rogue province. A heated argu-
ment reportedly ensued.
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By Park Soo-mee

F
or Japanese producer
Toshihiro Kitta, the
challenges of a Japan-
Korea co-production
ultimately come down to

tension over a lunch menu.
“The Japanese don’t mind

eating lunch boxes on the set as
long as it’s good,” said the for-
mer importer of a number of
Korean films including “Shiri”
and “Joint Security Area” in a
forum at the Pusan Internation-
al Film Festival earlier this
month. “But the Koreans want
warm rice and kimchi, and that’s
non-negotiable. If they ate cold
lunch boxes, the atmosphere on
the set got chilly.”

For neighboring countries of
shared values and taste, Japan
and Korea have a relatively short
history of cultural exchanges.
The ban on Japanese films that
rose out of resentment toward
its former colonizer was only
lifted fully in Korea in 2004,
when a cult following of Japan-
ese art house films formed
among younger Koreans.
In Japan, the mega-hit Korean
drama “Winter Sonata” created
a new market for Korean con-
tent after 2002.

Between 2006 and 2008, 16
co-produced films between
Korea and Japan were released,
according to the Korean Film
Council, a government-sup-

Lunch box diplomacy
By Park Soo-me

V
aried genres and a team of
unlikely pairs sum up this
year’s Tokyo Project Gath-

ering, a project market at TIFF-
COM to help producers and
directors find funds and pro-
duction partners.

“We had over 120 applica-
tions this year, from which we
selected 28 projects,” TPG’s
Toshiyuki Hasegawa said, “The
field was really strong this year,
so we increased the number of
projects for inclusion.

“The number of meetings
arranged for this year is double
what we had at this stage last
time,” explained Hasegawa.
“We’re getting larger companies
approaching us, too — we’re not
having to chase people.”

A notable market trend this
year is directors from outside
Asia. Brazilian director Karim
Aninouz captures the Japanese
dark underworld in “Festival
High Tech” a story set in Japan
about a young Brazilian-Japanese
who ends up at a truck manufac-
turer affiliated with a yakuza. In
“Tempura,” Latvian director
Maris Martinsons (“Loss”) ven-
tures into a road movie that will
mainly be shot in Spain and Por-
tugal. Japanese-language
“Komorebi” is from American
director Dave Boyle. It stars Nae
Yuki, who appeared in Boyle’s
previous “White on Rice.”

A number of emerging direc-
tors also are showing new tal-
ents in the industry. Dustin
Nguyen, a Hollywood-based
Vietnamese-American actor,
presents “Monk on Fire,” a mar-
tial arts flick set in a small village.
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By Gavin J. Blair

Asmall pilot program aimed
at bringing overseas pro-
ductions to Japan has just

begun; meanwhile, the current
lack of incentives and difficul-
ties in getting permission to
shoot means huge projects such
as “Survivor” and “Mission
Impossible” are passing up on
filming here.

The Screen Tourism Promo-
tion Project, run by UniJapan in
association with the Japan
Tourism Agency and the Japan
Film Commission, offers incen-
tives of 1 million yen ($12,000)
for location hunting and 5 million
yen ($60,000) for postproduc-
tion, to “a maximum of three
projects.” The scheme is targeted
at productions from China, Hong
Kong, South Korea and Taiwan.

Despite the relatively small
sums involved, the projects
must meet a number of criteria,
including a contract with a
Japan-based line producer, per-
mission from the region where
the shooting will take place and
assurance that the works will
not damage prospects of
tourism to the locale. Neverthe-
less, the first three projects, two
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By Jonathan Landreth

Scoring a sexy stride forward
for independent Chinese
cinema, “Red Light Revolu-

tion,” a comedy about a laid-off
Beijing cabbie who sells dildos
to make ends meet, will see its
world premiere in competition
at Brazil’s Sao Paolo Interna-
tional Film Festival on Sunday.

Written and directed by actor

Sam Voutas, “Red Light” follows
Shunzi, a luckless Beijinger
played by Zhao Jun, who risks it
all to open a shop selling marital
aids, sparking a sexual awaken-
ing in his conservative neigh-
borhood in the Chinese capital.

Shot by Wang Yifan, the low-
budget film also stars Japanese
actor Masanobu Otsuka (“City of
Life and Death”), Vivid Wang,

‘RedLight’shinesonChina indies

continued on page 21continued on page 20

continued on page 21

Off and running
TIFF and TIFFCOM chairman TomYoda, center, greets actress KahoMinami and
actor KenWatanabe on Saturday night at the festival’s opening ceremony.

By Jonathan Landreth

Actress Josie Ho has
joined Arclight Films’
action thriller “The

Courier,” which began
shooting in Louisiana last
week with stars Jeffrey
Dean Morgan and Mickey
Rourke.

Written by Michael
Brandt and Derek Haas
(“3:10 To Yuma,” “Want-
ed”), “The Courier” is

being
directed by
Hany Abu-
Assad,
director of
the Oscar-
nominated
and Golden
Globe-win-

ning “Paradise Now.”
Hong Konger Ho plays

Anna, a woman with a
mysterious past who meets
the daredevil international
delivery man of the film’s
title (Morgan) during what
may be his last drop, to
someone who may, or may
not, exist.

Ho, who Steven Soder-
bergh recently tapped for a
role in his star-studded
Hollywood production
“Contagion” — inspired by
the SARS epidemic of 2003
— last played a woman
driven to kill over soaring
real estate prices in Pang

‘Courier’ delivers
new role for Ho

Japan casts for prod’n bucks but battles bureaucracy
Fishing with small bait

Ho
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By Maggie Lee

N
aoki Hashimoto’s
“Birthright” features
a powerful but tragic
heroine who takes
revenge against her

mother for abandoning her at
birth by “destroying the most
important thing” to her.
Immaculately shot with expres-
sive music and long, mesmeric
silences, it plays like a melan-
choly song or tone poem until it
erupts into an unpredictable,
shattering finale.

This will not be an item on
genre movie distributor lists, as
it is a world apart from the Park
Chan-wook school of revenge,
and anyone anticipating stom-
ach-churning violence and
baroque emotions might feel
they are walking away empty-
handed. Hopefully, some festi-

vals can discern from Hashimo-
to’s striking film language that
he offers a different kind of
catharsis — not from any vindi-
cation of being wronged but
from the tragic fulfillment of
more natural human longings.

Mika (Sayoko Oho), a young
woman, sits in a car. Then she
walks down a lane in a rustic
area and observes a family of
three — Minoru Takeda (Hiroshi
Sakuma), his wife, Naoko
(Ryoko Takizawa), and teenage
daughter, Ayano (Miyu Yagyu).
Next, she has changed to a
school uniform and follows
Ayano. She tricks her into get-
ting into her car, and imprisons
her for five days, denying her
food and drink. Using Ayano’s
mobile, she reminds Naoko of a
past she tried to throw away like
bath water. Heart of glass meets
heart of stone at the final con-

frontation between mother and
child. The final image is a visu-
ally arresting evocation of the
infant floating in the womb,
echoing the Japanese title
“Umbilical Cord.”

This simple and single-
minded plot development is
well-served by equally clean
editing, minimalist but theatri-
cal sets and even less dialogue.

Pensive, desolate colors of
navy, cobalt blue and mossy
green mirror the lack of warmth
in Mika’s life. The camera
moves with Mika’s eyes — peer-
ing enviously into Takeda’s
house from a bush, or watching
Naoko’s reactions when Ayano
is returned to her from the per-
spective of Mika’s rear-view
mirror.

No matter how artful the
compositions, some scenes are
stretched out until they snap

audience patience, particularly
when Mika and Ayano are stuck
in the loft and there is neither
action nor dialogue for minutes
on end in each take.
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‘Birthright’

>JAPANESE EYES

BOTTOM LINE Sympathy for
Lady Vengeance.
SALES:Wilco Co. Ltd.
PRODUCTION:Wilco Co. Ltd, Breath
Inc, Thanks Labpresents aWilco Co. Ltd
production.CAST:SayokoOho,Miyu
Yagyu, RyokoTakizawa,Hiroshi
Sakuma.DIRECTOR-SCREENWRITER-
PRODUCER:Naoki Hashimoto.CO-
WRITER:Kiyotaka Inagaki.EXECUTIVE
PRODUCERS:Yoshinori Kano,Motoo
Kawabata.DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY:HirooYanagida.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER:Tatsuhiro
Okamoto.COSTUME DESIGNER:Mari
Miyamoto.MUSIC:Hiroyuki Kosu.
No rating, 108minutes.
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Howwas itmeetingwith (Leg-
endary founder) Thomas Tull and
his team?
ChenXiaowei: I absolutely loved
“The Town” and “Due Date,” so it
was a lot of fun to meet with Leg-
endary in L.A. for two full days.
We discussed a number of areas
of cooperation, including co-
production of films and games.

What obstaclesmight there be to
the Chinese distribution of con-
tent co-produced by Chengtian
and Legendary?
Chen: First of all, some of Leg-
endary’s movies are co-owned

by Warner Bros., so if we want-
ed to develop these movies into
games, we need to get Warners’
consent, and perhaps discuss
economic terms three ways.

Is there any reason co-developed
product couldn’tmake it into
China?
Chen: I don’t think so. But we
would absolutely abide by Chi-
nese laws and regulations in
terms of how international IPs
may enter China. Especially, in
terms of games development,
we may develop games in China
in a joint venture that we build

up with Legendary. So it would
be developed in China for the
Chinese market.

Have you decided on a gaming
partner for Chengtian and Leg-
endary? Your former employer,
The9, for instance?
Chen: If we need to outsource the
gaming ... to another entity,
then we will, but we haven’t
reached that part of the discus-
sion yet. Right now, it’s about
reaching the joint venture for
film co-production and game
co-development.

Which of them is the priority: film
or games?
Chen:These are co-priorities.
However, the follow-up steps are
different. For film co-produc-
tion, we need to set up a joint
venture and basically channel
funds ... to set up a co-produc-
tion fund. On the games side, the
first thing we need to do is sort
out the rights issues between
Legendary and Warner Bros.

Which titles or genres did you dis-
cusswith Legendary?
Chen:We are very keen on co-
producing films with Legendary.
... In the U.S. market, their initial
aim is to target the 15-25-year-
old audience. They say humbly
that “by accident” it attracts a
wider range of ages, an audience
far beyond their initial aim. I
don’t think it’s by accident. Their
content has universal appeal. For
instance, “Inception.” I watched
it several times and I know both
older and younger people who
watched it. Their other movies,
like “The Dark Knight” and
“300,” they very much target the
young male crowd, but females
like me are very much into those
kinds of movies, too.

What are the first projects under
discussion?
Chen:We have plans, but at this
stage, I don’t wish to spoil the
surprise. The co-productions
don’t have to be Chinese, per se.
Let’s just say that the Chinese-
ness doesn’t have to be under-
stood narrowly. ... There are a
lot of themes that can be uni-

versally attractive to all
humankind, not just Chinese.

Can you name examples of these
Chinese universal stories?
Chen:Look at Martin Scorsese’s
“The Departed” (a remake of the
Hong Kong hit “Infernal
Affairs”). It won him an Academy
Award. It goes to show that good
stories can be told universally for
each market. I was talking to
William Morris Endeavor about
potential partnerships and we
discussed the difference between
Chinese and Western films. It’s
similar to the difference between
Chinese and Western culinary
arts: the Chinese like to throw a
lot of spices in. You watch Feng
Xiaogang’s movies, like “If You
Are the One,” and there’s a lot of
spice. The differences between a
spiced-up Chinese dish and a
good piece of steak, means that a
story like “Inception” is the
steak. The steak is thick, there’s a
lot of substance there. If we can
combine the long points of both
the Chinese culinary arts and the
Western, we can tell good, sub-
stantive stories that are spiced up
just right for the local market.

What about Chengtian beyond
Legendary?
Chen:We will be focusing on
doing movies the right way.
From the content standpoint, I
would like to see Chinese
movies with more substance. A
lot of the root problems of low-
quality films are in the screen-
play itself. We want to do that
right. Economically speaking,
we think that movies would be
more viable if they were distrib-
uted not only in this market but
also in the global market. The
tough reality of the Chinese film
market is this: compared with
the typical U.S. movie, which
makes only 25% of its revenue
from the box office ... more than
90% of a Chinese movie’s rev-
enue comes from the box office.
Piracy has a lot to do with that.
... From a business standpoint,
our movies have to be distrib-
uted globally, at least in multi-
ple markets, to increase their
chance for survival. ∂

THR.com/tokyoq&a
Monday, October 25, 2010

C
henXiaoweionce interviewedU.S.PresidentBillClinton,
duringhis 1998visit toChina,whenshewasanexecutive
producerandanchoratChinaCentralTelevision.Since

buttingheadswiththe former leaderof the freeworld, the44-
year-oldShanghai-bornCEOofOrangeSkyEntertainment
Group—knowninMandarinasChengtian—hashonedher
skills inbusiness,English,moleculargenetics,biochemistry
and,yes,entertainment.Since takingthehelmatChengtian in
July,Chenhashelpedgrowa latecomer inChina’smotionpicture
business intoapotentialmarket leader. InSeptember,Chengtian
paid$25million for3.3%ofLosAngeles-basedproducerLeg-
endaryPictures.Shuttlingbetweenmeetings ,Chenrecently
caughtupwithTHRChinacorrespondent JonathanLandreth.
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With Chinese film officials
boasting that domestic ticket
sales will overtake Japan’s to
make China the world's second-
largest movie market in the next
five years, moviemakers from
the Middle Kingdom are flying
their flag high at the Tokyo
International Film Festival and
its film market here this week.

Japan's total box office gross in
2009 was 206 billion yen ($2.54
billion), according to the Motion
Picture Producers' Assn. of
Japan, while China’s Film Bureau
tallied 2009 ticket receipts at 6.2
billion yuan ($910 million), a
44% year-on-year jump.

With two Chinese dramas in
TIFF competition this week –
Li Yu’s “Buddha Mountain” and
Zhang Meng’s “The Piano in a
Factory” – the question of what
kind of movies will score in

China’s new marketplace was a
hot topic.

With Hollywood tentpoles
like “Avatar” and a raft of local-
ly made films and Hong Kong
co-productions of increasing
quality lighting up China’s the-
aters, Chinese ticket sales
soared 86% in the first half of
2010. Now, official estimates
show sales hitting $6 billion by
2015. (U.S. 2009 box office
gross was more than $9 billion).

Despite the fact that Chinese
films accounted for 56% of the
box office gross last year, the
two top-grossing movies of
2009 were U.S. studio pictures
— “2012” ($67.5 million) and
“Transformers: Revenge of the
Fallen” ($63 million) — fol-
lowed by state propaganda pic
“The Founding of a Republic”
($61 million).

Chinese
Puzzle
The world’s fastest-growing cinema
market has filmmakers’ looking for
stories that will connect

By Jonathan Landreth

THR.com/tokyo

Monday, October 25, 2010

world SPECIAL REPORT:

CHINA

“Aftershock”
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Already the world's second-
largest overall economy, having
overtaken Japan earlier this
year, China and its middle class
are in the throes of a cinema
revival not seen since the
1930s, a boom that is causing a
rush to build more multiplexes
and attracting the world’s
attention. And whereas Japan’s
market has long been saturated
with state-of-the-art multi-
plexes, China will build anoth-
er 1,500 cinema screens this
year, raising the total to 6,000,
then doubling it again to
12,000 by the end of 2015,
according to the China Film
Producers Assn.

Each of these new Chinese
theaters means more tickets
sold. “Avatar” jump-started the
action for China’s new exhibitors
in 2010, grossing $204 million in
China alone and helping to push
box office receipts to $726 mil-
lion in the first half of the year,
up 86% from a year earlier,
according to Tong Gang, director
of the film bureau at the State
Administration of Radio, Film
and Television.

But all China’s grosses are
not entirely due to a swelling in
the size of the audience, which
analysts estimate remains
steady at about 200 million
filmgoers. Much of the growth
comes from those filmgoers’

getting richer and developing a
cinema habit that’s allowing
exhibitors to hike the cost of
tickets to offset the cost of
building nearly three new
screens a day, mostly in sec-
ond- and third-tier cities.

A regular Chinese movie
ticket averages 35 yuan ($5.26)
but a 3D ticket can cost 80 yuan
($12) and an Imax film — such
as Feng Xiaogang’s “After-
shock,” the current all-time
domestic box office champion,
at over 660 million yuan ($99
million) — can run as much as
150 yuan ($22.53) per head.

All this building suggests
that Chinese movie ticket
prices will only continue to
climb. To fill those screens and
meet the demand of China’s
consumers, 500 films will be
made this year, up from 80 or
fewer in 2002. Despite China’s
strong taste for the Hollywood
films — long viewed illegally on
pirated DVDs and via Internet
downloads — Beijing caps the
number of imported films
allowed to share in a percentage
of their own gross ticket sales
to just 20 a year.

Officials at SARFT, which
tracks the country’s box office
and monitors what’s appropri-
ate for Chinese audiences, say
that homemade small- and
medium-budget films are the

answer to keeping the
moviegoing going. Recently,
Huaxia Film Distribution Co., a
cousin of the CFG, agreed to
distribute 18 homegrown films,
including Zhang Yimou’s
“Under the Hawthorn Tree.”

Beijing’s calls for small films
aside, Hong Kong co-produc-
tions are leading the Chinese-
language charge to reach Main-
land moviegoers, with films
such as Huayi’s “Detective Dee
and the Mystery of the Phan-
tom Flame” by Tsui Hark
grossing 180 million yuan ($27
million) during the recent
National Day holiday period.
Tsui is now directing Jet Li in
“The Flying Swords of Dragon
Gate,” a $35 million, 3D remake
of a martial arts classic that
began shooting outside Beijing
this month.

Another Hong Konger who
migrated north to seek his for-
tune is “Bodyguards and Assas-
sins” producer Peter Chan, now
directing the martial arts mys-
tery “Wuxia” starring Donnie
Yen in Yunnan Province. Chan
and We Pictures will unveil first
footage of the film, co-starring
Takeshi Kaneshiro and Tang
Wei, at the American Film Mar-
ket in November.

With Hong Kongers firmly
established in the mainland,
Hollywood studios are homing
in. Where 10 years ago it was
Sony Pictures and five years ago
it was Warner Bros. leading
Hollywood’s China charge, now
it’s Fox and Disney working on
their co-production chops.

Fox International Prods. and
partner Huayi Brothers Media
grossed more than $19 million
off the $2 million spring hit
“Hot Summer Days.” Now the
U.S. studio’s recruited “Bourne
Identity” director and producer
Doug Liman to help present
Beijing-based director Wuer-
shan’s debut $1.5 million feature
“The Butcher, the Chef and the
Swordsman,” due out Nov. 25.

Huayi also helped Disney
produce a Chinese version of
the hit franchise “High School
Musical,” transported to a
Shanghai college. The film was
Disney’s third film in China in
four years. Critics said Disney’s
attempt to make stars of an
unknown cast flopped when a
misdirected marketing cam-
paign failed to raise interest
among Chinese consumers
demanding star power.

It’s against this competitive

“Under the Hawthorn Tree”
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backdrop of meteoric growth
and Hollywood jockeying that
France, New Zealand and Sin-
gapore all signed film treaties
with Beijing in the last six
months in moves to establish
toeholds, too. Russia, Britain,
India and Belgium are all also
negotiating with Beijing.

The Holy Grail for producers
from these smaller moviemak-
ing countries would be a piece of
something like John Woo’s 2008
“Red Cliff,” which the Hong
Kong director with a decade of
Hollywood credits co-produced
with money from China, Japan,
the U.S., Korea, Taiwan and
Hong Kong. The third-century
war epic based on a story well-
known across Northeast Asia,
gross $47 million in China, $53
million in Japan and $9 million
in South Korea.

But not every co-production
can be a “Red Cliff” and Woo,
who’s about to start shooting
his biggest picture yet, the
Sino-U.S. WWII buddy movie

“Flying Tigers,” says he can
make the film with money from
the CFG alone if no Hollywood
studio wants to pony up. (Fox is
making its own picture about
the Flying Tigers’ founder, U.S.
Army Air Corps Lt. Gen. Claire
Lee Chennault).

Like Woo, other Chinese film
veterans are feeling new confi-
dence. People such as Yu Dong,
CEO of Beijing Poly Bona Film
Distribution and its co-pro-
duction arm, Bona Interna-
tional Film Group, are just as
often reaching out to Asian
neighbors as they are flying to
L.A. In June, Yu signed a co-
production agreement with
Korean powerhouse CJ Enter-
tainment, the company that in
1995 put $300 million into a
revamped DreamWorks.

The first project Bona and CJ
are working on together is a
Chinese remake of a Hollywood
picture, director Chen
Daming’s “What Women
Want,” starring Gong Li. And
Bona’s got its hand in another
Hollywood remake, this time in
English: hit maker Jan de Bont
is directing Zhang Ziyi in the
classic tale of Hua Mulan, made
famous outside China by the
1998 Disney cartoon.

But since not every China co-
production can be a “Karate Kid”
— in which Overbrook, Sony
Pictures and CFG paired a big
Chinese actor (Jackie Chan) with
a cute American kid (Jayden

Smith) against a Chinese back-
drop (The Great Wall) — the
pressure is on to find stories that
will appeal to China’s audience.
After all, “Karate Kid” was a near
flop in China after censors mud-
dled the story by cutting the
Chinese bully kid characters and
approving release for a weekend
right before key Chinese school
exams. Meanwhile, outside
China, director Harald Zwart’s
$40 million picture has grossed
$334 million worldwide, includ-
ing $176 million in the U.S.

Since the U.S. market is still
more competitive than China’s,
yet China is where the growth
is, finding the right story for
Chinese viewers is key, just as it
is in Hollywood — but the pres-
sure to get that story right is
even greater in China.

“The difference in China is
that there’s only the box office,
no ancillary revenues,” said
Arnie Messer, president and
COO of Phoenix Pictures, the
U.S.-Sino co-production com-
pany he and “Shanghai” and
“Shutter Island” producer
Mike Medavoy founded in May
with partner Jonathan Shen of
Beijing-based Shinework with
a view to co-producing. “This
very much rewards good films,”
Messer said. “The explosive
growth has drawn out a lot of
investors who are now seeking
a way to the right stories that
will allow them to get a piece of
this phenomenon.” ∂
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“The difference is China is that there’s
only the box office, no ancillary revenues.
This very much rewards good films.”

— Arnie Messer
president and COO of Phoenix Pictures

“The Butcher, the Chef and the Swordsman”
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BOTTOM LINE:Aheartbreaking,
wonderfullyactedandsuperbly
dramatizeddrama.

By Kirk Honeycutt

T
ORONTO — Moving
gracefully across the
decades and people’s
hidden histories,
Gilles Paquet-Bren-

ner’s “Sarah’s Key” (Elle’s
appelait Sarah) relates a highly
emotional yet unsentimental
story about a Paris-based jour-
nalist digging into a Holocaust
story that she discovers has a
connection to her own family.
The movie gathers momentum
with a steady, assured pace,
accumulating incidents, char-
acters, secrets and lies until the
rush of events is absolutely
transfixing. Cinema can some-
times rival the novel in compul-
sive intensity and “Sarah’s Key”
is one such example.

Indeed the movie is based on
a best-selling novel by journal-
ist Tatiana de Rosney, which the
director and Serge Joncour have
beautifully adapted to the
screen. As a kind of detective
story delving into the darkest
pages of 20th-century French
history, the film should enjoy
considerable success through-
out Europe. The film’s smash
Toronto debut certainly justifies
the Weinstein Co.’s acquisition
of the film last week.

The story gets told in two
time frames. In present day, the
remarkable Kristin Scott
Thomas plays American-born
journalist Julia Jarmond, who is
working on a magazine story
about the 1942 Paris roundups
and deportations of thousands
of Jewish families. An equally
remarkable 10-year-old actress,
Melusine Mayance, plays Sarah,
whose family was among those
deported to the camps.

Julia’s husband, Bertrand
Tezac (Frederic Pierrot), a
brusque and somewhat arrogant
businessman, is renovating his
family’s Marais-district flat as a
new home for himself, his wife
and their 11-year-old daughter.
In her research, Julia discovers
that Bertrand’s family first took
over the apartment when its
Jewish occupants were dispos-
sessed in that roundup.

In the parallel story, little
Sarah hides her 4-year-old
brother Thomas in a bedroom
closet when the French police
arrive. She promises to return
but instead finds herself first
with her parents in the atro-
cious Velodrome d’Hiver deten-
tion facility in Paris, then trans-
ported to a countryside camp.
Desperate to rescue her brother,
she manages to escape.

Back and forth the movie
swings between the two time
periods. Julia searches with
increasing determination for
scrap of information that will
tell her what happened to Sarah
and her family. Her surprising
discoveries throw a new light on
her current situation as a wife

and mother forced to make cru-
cial decisions about her future.

In uncovering the truths
about the Tezac family, Julia
uncovers ugly truths about her
adopted country. But “Sarah’s
Key” puts human faces to
tragedies that risk becoming
abstractions when reduced to
numbers of dead.

And the faces in this movie
are remarkable. The most
important one, of course,
belongs to young Mayance.
From innocence to terror and
then sheer desperation, the
youngster conveys all this with
heartbreaking conviction.

In her journey, she encoun-
ters a gruff farmer (that superb
veteran actor Niels Arestrup),
who most reluctantly comes to
her aid. There are others too
from a French policeman who
shows kindness to a young girl
who escapes with Sarah.

In Julia’s story, Scott Thomas
puts her character in a road to
discovery in an absorbing per-
formance. No scene, not even a
moment, gets overplayed for all
the natural melodrama. If young
Sarah represents the film’s
heartbreak, then Scott Thomas’
Julia represents the film’s con-
viction that the truth must
always come first.

In the contemporary
sequences, Michel Duchaussoy
nicely underplays her father-in-
law, who is forced into a confes-
sion. As for others, to relate
whom they play may be plot
spoilers but Aidan Quinn,
George Birt and Charlotte
Poutrel all have memorable roles.

Perhaps the movie closest to
this is “Sophie’s Choice,” where
the ghosts of the Holocaust
maintain haunt survivors long
after the war and a woman must
come to terms with unimagin-
able guilt. This is a poignant tale
of two females confronted by
the madness of history.

The production is superb with
Francoise Dupertuis’ production
design and Eric Perron’s cos-
tumes always convincing in both
eras, while Herve Schneid’s
editing makes the many transi-
tions smooth as silk. ∂
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BOTTOM LINE: Abloatedscore
overwhelmsanewversionof the
GrahamGreenestoryofgood
versusevil.

By Ray Bennett

TORONTO — Rowan Joffe’s
film of Graham Greene’s
1938 novel “Brighton Rock”

takes a gothic approach to the
story of a young thug obsessed
with hell with little of the
writer’s subtlety and too much
reliance on a loud quasi-reli-
gious choral score.

In his first film as director,
screenwriter Joffe (“The Ameri-
can,” “28 Days Later”) sets the
drama entirely in Brighton on the
U.K.’s Sussex coast but trans-
plants the story from the book’s
1930s to 1964 during the Mods
vs. Rockers gang wars. That cul-
tural conflict and the burgeoning

’60s social revolution, however,
have little to do with the central
story, which is a typical Greene
tale of good versus evil.

John Boulting’s 1947 film, also
known as “Young Scarface,”
made a major star of Richard
Attenborough, but while Sam
Riley (“Control”) acquits him-
self well, the new film is not
likely to do the same for him.
The director’s injudicious
emphasis on Martin Phipps’
score also does not help.

Reliable veterans Helen Mir-
ren and John Hurt and the highly
promising young actress Andrea
Riseborough add to the film’s
appeal but it will probably be
restricted to literary buffs curi-
ous to see a new Greene picture.

The production is faithful to
the novel, starting with a mur-
der that triggers a gang war over
the protection racket in the sea-

side town. Pinkie (Riley) is a
nasty young hoodlum with big
ambitions whose leader is
knifed to death.

Vengeance leads to the death
of the perpetrator, Hale (Sean
Harris), but not before he has
involved an innocent waitress
named Rose (Riseborough) as he
tries to evade Pinkie’s hench-
man Spicer (Phil Harris) on the
Brighton Pier.

With Rose now a vital witness,
Pinkie courts her to keep her
quiet but discovers that she also
is a lost soul but one innately on
the side of the angels. “I’m bad.
You’re good. We’re made for
each other,” he says.

Meanwhile, Rose’s boss Ida
(Mirren), who runs a pub and a
posh tea shop, starts to ask
questions about her late friend
Hale and, with a local bookie
named Corkery (Hurt), she

gradually puts the pieces
together. Pinkie is willing to
marry Rose to keep her quiet
even though the girl believes he
truly loves her. He’s also willing
to sell out his fellow gang-mem-
bers by going to work for rival
hoodlum Colleoni (Andy Serkis).

Greene’s examination of the
tug of war between Ida and
Pinkie over Rose’s fate plays out
as in the book but the other
characters are given short
shrift. Riley continues to grow
as an actor but lacks the feral
impact of the young Attenbor-
ough or Richard Widmark.

Riseborough, her beauty made
dowdy and winsome, captures
with delicacy Rose’s willingness
to forsake heaven for the love of a
wretched man. Mirren makes Ida
knowing and tough but also sus-
ceptible to the shy approach of
the longtime friend played by
Hurt as a wounded soul.

The film looks good, with
splendid images of the Brighton
Pier and the marvelous white
cliffs in Sussex known as the
Seven Sisters, where key scenes
take place. ∂

‘Brighton Rock’
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BOTTOM LINE: MariaBelloand
MichaelSheengiveachingly
complexperformancesasgrief-
strickenparents.

By Michael Rechtshaffen

TORONTO — A spare,
unflinching examination of
a married couple coping

with the tragic death of their 18-
year-old son, “Beautiful Boy,”
which won a FIPRESCI prize at
Toronto, is graced by a pair of
equally raw, affecting turns by
Michael Sheen and Maria Bello.

Sharing the theme of loss and
healing with another film having
its Toronto premiere — namely
“Rabbit Hole,” boasting similarly
stripped-down performances by
Nicole Kidman and Aaron Eck-

hart — this first feature by Shawn
Ku cuts even closer to the bone.

With its hard-hitting subject
matter and extensive handheld
camerawork, the film could be a
tough sell for Anchor Bay Enter-
tainment, which picked up the
picture in Toronto.

When their son, Sam (Kyle
Gallner), fails to contact them
following a mass shooting on his
university campus, Kate (Bello)
and Bill (Sheen) fear the worst.

But the outcome proves even
more horrible than they imag-
ined: Not only is Sam dead, but
he also was the shooter.

Their grief-stricken search
for answers and telltale clues,
further complicated by the con-
stant media scrutiny surround-
ing them, takes its toll on their

already-crumbling relationship.
Despite the inevitable bouts

of finger-pointing and self-
blame, the faint suggestion
remains that the tragedy still
could end up bringing them
closer together.

Directing from the nonjudg-
mental script he wrote with
Michael Armbruster, Ku’s
assured, unadorned documen-
tary style allows his leads ample
breathing room to inhabit their
devastated characters, and Bello
and Sheen take him up on the
offer by delivering a pair of
painfully honest performances.

Although they’re onscreen for
nearly the entire movie, Ku has
assembled an interesting sup-
porting cast, including Gallner,
who’s briefly but memorably
shown as their troubled son; Alan
Tudyk and Moon Bloodgood as
Bello’s brother and sister-in-law;
and Meat Loaf Aday as a sympa-
thetic hotel desk clerk. ∂
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BOTTOM LINE: Sexual repression in
aneliteArgentineacademy looks
goodbutwill divideaudiences.

By Deborah Young

CANNES — A repressed
young woman enforces dis-
cipline in a rigid upper-

crust school in Buenos Aires, at
the same time Argentines are
taking to the street to bring
down the military dictatorship.
Set in 1982 around the time of
the Falklands war, “The Invisi-

ble Eye” directed by Diego Ler-
man (“Suddenly,” “Meanwhile”)
re-creates the foreboding,
oppressive atmosphere of the
historical moment without
going very deeply into its causes
or effects. Young Julieta Zylber-
berg’s piquant perf as a sexually
repressed martinet should,
however, attract a certain
amount of attention and will
prove either a turn-on or a
turn-off for viewers.

Films warning against the
dangers of an overly-rigorous

educational system are practi-
cally a genre in themselves,
from Jean Vigo’s “Zero de con-
duite” and Lindsay Anderson’s
“If” all the way to “The White
Ribbon.” In fact, Lerman opens
the film as though following in
Michael Haneke’s footsteps:
Maria, a strict school mistress
(Zylberberg), orders a class of
teenagers into line with icy cruel
authority. Though only 23, her
hairstyle is so severe and her
expression so humorless, she
resembles the Wicked Witch of
the West as a girl.

Maria’s zeal is thoroughly
approved of by the head super-
visor, Mr. Biasutto (Osmar
Nunez), a sinisterly repressive
figure who equates “subver-

sion,” like passing notes in class,
with cancer. The students at
this elite academy show a zom-
bie-like obedience to the
absurdly strict rules. Maria, on
the other hand, begins to reveal
some cracks in her perfect
facade. For example, she devel-
ops a crush on one of the stu-
dents, sniffing his underwear on
the sly, while allowing the older
Biasutto to court her out of
school.

Things get even kinkier after
Biasutto suggests she devote
herself to constant surveillance
of the pupils and become “an
invisible eye,” noting their devia-
tions from school discipline.
Hiding in a toilet stall, she begins
to spy on the boy’s lavatory.

Lerman grows as a director
film by film, here showing he
can handle a more classic narra-
tive (adapted from the novel by
Martin Kohan) and setting
without abandoning quirky
characters who have their own
weird depth. Zylberberg creates
a highly memorable Maria,
though at the high cost of sacri-
ficing audience sympathy and
involvement, which goes double
for the calmly villainous Nunez.
In contrast, Marita’s granny is
played with lovely individuality
and warmth by Marta Lubos.

Alvaro Gutierrez’s beautifully
wrought cinematography sug-
gests offbeat eerieness with
enormous class. ∂

‘The Invisible Eye’

‘Beautiful Boy’
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BOTTOM LINE: Lugubrious studyof
theperils ofgenetic engineering.

By Stephen Farber

TELLURIDE — Mark
Romanek’s “Never Let Me
Go” is definitely an art

object, but is it a work of art?
Expertly acted, impeccably
photographed, intelligently
written, even intermittently
touching, the film is also too
parched and ponderous to con-
nect with a large audience. Fox
Searchlight is hoping for awards
consideration for the adapta-
tion of Kazuo Ishiguro’s
acclaimed novel, but this will
depend on the reviews, which
are likely to be split between
those who consider the film a
bleak masterpiece and others
who find it straining so mightily
for aesthetic perfection that it
fails to provide a gripping nar-
rative. In any case, the down-
beat nature of the material will
prove a challenge at the box
office.

Ishiguro’s tale centers on the

relationship of three young peo-
ple — Kathy (Carey Mulligan),
Tommy (Andrew Garfield) and
Ruth (Keira Knightley). They
have no last names because they
are not ordinary people. Gradu-
ally, we learn that they are sci-
entific specimens, created in the
laboratory and raised in order to
provide their organs to desper-
ately ill patients. Ishiguro’s
novel was praised for translating
his typical moral and psycholog-
ical concerns to a science fic-
tional tale. “Never” is not set in
the future but in a parallel uni-
verse where medical experimen-
tation has been taking place
without the knowledge of most
ordinary people.

The first problem with the
movie is that it never complete-
ly lays out the logic of this par-
allel universe. The cloning
process itself is shrouded in
mystery. Screenwriter Alex
Garland probably wanted us to
share the limited knowledge of
the characters, but this idea
could have been maintained
while providing just a touch

more crucial clarity for the
audience.

Another problem is that the
theme of the dangers of medical
experimentation is a rather tired
mainstay of speculative fiction,
going back at least to “Franken-
stein,” one of the first horror
stories to underscore the risks
of tampering with Mother
Nature. This theme is less star-
tling than the filmmakers may
realize, which would be less of a
problem if the message were not
delivered in such a solemn, por-
tentous manner.

What does save the film
intermittently is the poignancy
of the love story, which is bol-
stered by the skill of the per-
formances. The film opens at a
boarding school, where three
excellent child actors — Isobel
Meikle-Small, Ella Purnell and
Charlie Rowe — embody the
three protagonists, and Char-
lotte Rampling and Sally
Hawkins contribute vivid sup-
porting turns as teachers. Even
at this early stage, a romantic
triangle is brewing. Kathy and

Tommy are drawn to each other,
but the manipulative Ruth
interferes and tries to claim
Tommy for herself. When the
characters grow up, the three
stars perform impressively.
Mulligan is luminous as the
leader of the pack, and Garfield
plays his more simple-minded
character with marvelous
expressiveness. Knightley man-
ages to create a three-dimen-
sional villain.

The most affecting theme of
the film is the notion that even
among these scientifically engi-
neered creatures, love provides
meaning to their shortened
existence. Mulligan and
Garfield play their parts with
such conviction that we get
caught up in their doomed
romance.

The design of this familiar
but slightly surreal universe is
well rendered, and some of the
visual compositions are haunt-
ing. But the pacing is fearfully
slow, and the elliptical story-
telling works against audience
involvement. The issues of
medical ethics are undeniably
timely, but dramatically, the
film, rather like the beautiful
Frankenstein monsters on dis-
play, only comes alive in fits and
starts. ∂

‘Never Let Me Go’
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By Maggie Lee

JohnWoo’s“ABetter Tomor-row” is not about gangs or
guns, but all about the swish

of an Italian coat, the dandyway
a toothpick is chewed and the
graceful arc inwhich its heroes
(not protagonists) cock their
guns.None of these can be
found in SongHae-song’sKore-
an remake, executive produced
byWooandhis regular partner
TerenceChang. InKorea,where
the 1986version airs inTV re-
runs as ritualistically as“The
SoundofMusic” is aired during
Christmas,under-performing
box office is said to be accompa-
nied bymobs of angry bloggers
slamming it online.
To be fair, the production is

on themoney,with plenty of
bombastic action balanced by
some dramatic heft. But the
film raised the bar to the skies
by brandishing itself as a
remake of a classic,without
understandingwhatmakes the
original click—namely pose
and self-parody.The film
should be judged less harshly

abroad, as the four dashing
leads and its fiery Korean brand
ofmachismo have enough allure
inmost Asianmarkets.
For the rest, the screenplay

follows the original story fairly
closely, butwith the love sub-
plot taken out.Themain stage
has beenmoved fromHong
Kong to Busan,which gains in
gritty hardboiled atmosphere as
a hub for illegal trafficking.The
pivotal early sceneswhich
define the heroines’ stances and
determine their fates are shifted
to Thailand. Since locations are
unexciting and the heroes can’t
wear coats in the sweltering
heat; thusmaking the surprise
of betrayal and climax of
revenge slow towarmup.
The conflict between the

original’s gangster brother and
his policeman younger brother
is intensified bymaking the
brothers,Hyuk (Joo Jin-mo) and
Chul (KimGang-woo),North
Korean defectors.
The plot of “ABetter Tomor-

row” is a potboiler to begin
with.What elevated it isWoo’s

chivalric ideal of heroism and
the iconic gestures or poses that
gowith it.His gun fights are
described as “balletic” because
they are as formalistic as duels.
In the remake, themen just
bash each other to a bloody
pulp. Style iswhat’s lacking in
the overall proceedings.
Severalactionsetpieces take

place inhugespaces,deploying
hundredsofextras,but the larger
their scale,themessier thechore-
ography.Thecastscurryallover
theplaceandshotsare firedaim-
lessly.Andwhenindoubt,the
filmmakerstagesanexplosion.
The rift between guilt-ridden

Hyuk and self-righteousChul
caused by the former’s aban-
donment of the latter, takes
precedence overHyuk’s bonding
with fellowgangsterYoung-
chun (SongSeung-heon). Joo
andKimplay their roles in
earnest, externalizing themale
rivalry thatwas submerged in
the original, and giving the
charactersmore complexity.
Complex is the last thing in the
characterization ofYoung-

chun, themanof honorwho got
crippled trying to avengeHyuk’s
betrayal by their juniorTae-min
(JoHan-sun). SonghasChow
Yun-fat’s cockiness, but not his
non-chalant charm.With his
oddmixture of goofball,Machi-
avellian andpsychopath,Tae-
min becomes themost flamboy-
ant but least formidable role.
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‘A Better Tomorrow’

>SPECIAL SCREENING

BOTTOM LINE Amediocre
remakestuntedby the tall
orderof theoriginal.
SALES:CJ Entertainment Inc.
PRODUCTION: Formula Entertainment
presents in associationwith CJ
Entertainment/MichiganVenture
Capital a Fingerprint production in
associationwith LionRock
Productions/Fortune Star
Entertainment.CAST: Joo Jin-mo, Song
Seung-heon, KimGang-woo, JoHan-
sun.DIRECTOR:SongHae-song.
SCREENWRITERS:KimHyo-seok, Lee
Taek-kyung, Choi Geun-mo,KimHae-
gon.PRODUCED BY:ParkHyung-jun,
Daisuke ‘Dais’Miyachi.EXECUTIVE
PRODUCERS: JohnWoo, Terence
Chang,Daniel Chun-on Cheung, Lim
Byeong-woo, Peter Poon,David
Matsumoto.DIRECTOR OF
PHOTOGRAPHY:KangSeung-gi.
PRODUCTION DESIGNER:YangHong-
sam.COSTUME DESIGNER:Kim Jung-
won.MUSIC: Lee Jae-jin.EDITOR:Park
Gok-ji. No rating, 124minutes.
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By Elizabeth Kerr

Quadruple threat Shin Su-
Won’s “Passerby #3” is
clearly one of those labors

of love that, fortunately for
Shin,worksmore often than
not. There’s notmuch going on
here and Shin’s not saying any-
thing new— adult boredom is
hard to remedy—but there are

enoughmoments of true insight
and gentle humor tomake up
for anyminor grievances.
The film shouldwork for

niche festivals but, despite its
common enough theme, likely
won’tmakemuch of an art
house dent outside Asia. Even
there, potential could be limit-
ed, as “Passerby #3” relies
heavily on its fantasy elements

but never tips right over into
all-out absurdity (like Tsai
Ming-Liang’s “TheHole”).
Ji-Wan (ParkHyun-Young) is

amiddle-agedmother with a
case ofmalaise and hardly any
backbone to speak of. She
abruptly quits her job to follow
her dream of becoming a film
director— she’s beenworking
on a script for five years.Her
husband thinks she’s wasting
her time; her son Si-Young
(Baeck So-Myung) is ashamed
of her and lets her know it at
every possiblemoment; and the
producer she’s supposed to be
workingwith, Choi (LeeMee-

‘Passerby #3’

By Maggie Lee

HiromasaHirosue (and his
creative partner, Izumi
Takahashi) have been

feted at festivals for their
intense, interrogative gaze at
human desperation. Still, con-
siderable patience is required to
plough through the daily crises,
humiliations and insecurities of
“FIT’s”unhappy individuals
before anyone sees the light at
the end of the tunnel. That
patiencewill be rewardedwith
delicate renderings of inner
transformations and unexpect-
edly uplifting shifts in perspec-

tive,whichmake“FIT” an easy
pickup for festivals promoting
independent films.
In spite of the narrative's

rather scattered structure and
the large ensemble of charac-
ters,most scenes only focus on
interaction between two people.
This stagey setup sometimes
looks a little artificial, like an
actors' workshop (betraying the
staff's theatrical history), but it
also allows for deeper engage-
mentwith the characters. The
actors deliver idiosyncratic yet
richly layered dialoguewith
individualistic aplomb,mirror-
ing the characters' complex
psychological inflexions.
A trademark of films by the

Hirosue-Takahashi team is
unrelenting concentration on
just a pair or a threesome of
roles. “FIT”branches out to a

larger canvass of personalities.
The point of contact between
these disparate characters is a
home shopping company.
Sagawa (Hirosue) is the com-

pany salesmanwho reiterates
motivational jingo to himself in
front of amirror everymorning.
After hours, he prowls the
neighborhood in a hooded rain-
coat and a semi-transparent
mask.
Tahara (AkieNimiki) is tied to

supporting her autistic brother
Masaru (Hideyuki Arai) and the
demanding job of caregiver to a
disabledman.Nitta (Midori
Shine) devoted her life to her
grandmother (her only relative).
Left alone after the latter's
death, she calls the shopping
hotline to complain as a pas-
time.However,when new sales
recruit Ohki (Yui)makes a

house-call, she discovers
Nitta's hospitality and eager-
ness for friendship.
If there's somethingmodern

people fearmore than solitude,
it's probably dependency.“FIT”
explores the pros and cons of
both.The scenewhere Tahara
learns to let go by handing over
Masaru to a special care person-
nel (which takes place on a
highway bridge, an ambivalent
symbol of connection and tran-
sition) is both poignant and
emancipating.
Home shopping is supposed-

ly themost impersonal of serv-
ice industries, as it reduces
human interaction to amini-
mum.YetNitta is so desperate,
she grasps at this last straw.
Surprisingly, it is this batty
reclusewho ends up offering a
sympathetic ear and life-
changing counsel to the seem-
ingly self-containedOhki.
Visualization of space is the

filmmaking team’s leastmonot-
onous and suffocating yet,with
increased exterior shots of
interesting symmetry.

‘FIT’
>JAPANESEEYES

BOTTOM LINE Adiffuseand
slow-brewingcrucibleofhuman
angstwithanuplifting
conclusion.
SALES:PIA FilmFestival.
PRODUCTION:Gunjo-iro.CAST:
HiromasaHirosue, AkieNamiki,Midori
Shine, Yui, Hideyuki Arai.DIRECTOR-
SCREENWRITER-EDITOR-
CINEMATOGRAPHER:Hiromasa
Hirosue. SCREENPLAY CONSULTANT-
CINEMATOGRAPHER:AkieNamiki.
CINEMATOGRAPHY:AkieNamiki,
Takeshi Kawai.MUSIC:BUJI. No rating,
106minutes.
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By Elizabeth Kerr

Acranky repairman and his
footloose and fancy-free
brother are at the heart of

this extremelymodest Uzbek
drama,“P.S,”wherein simmer-
ing resentment, petty jealousy
and theweight of familial duty
make up the formula for
domestic tragedy.Though ham-
pered by an obviously small
budget,middling production
values and some utter howlers
in the subtitles, “P.S” could find
life on the festival circuit, par-
ticularly those actively seeking
voices from the former Soviet
republics.An art house release
is out of the question unless the
producers canmiraculously
come upwith a superior print.

Hamid (NazimTulyakhod-
jaev) lives in a rural villagemak-
ing a living as a popular televi-
sion repairman (no flat screen
LCDs here).His irresponsible
younger brother,Hamdan (Mir-
maksudOkhunov), is off teach-
ing at university in the city, and
it's somethingHamid resents to
no end.After nearly forcibly
draggingHamdan back to visit
theirmother one day (the
forcible version comes later),
Hamid is struck by lightning
while fixing an antenna.A
month later, he's a different
man andmay be on the verge of
going out of hismind.

“P.S” is a character study
that hinges on thatmost classic
of dramatic devices, the broth-
ers at opposite ends of the spec-
trum—professional, economic,
social or otherwise.

Hamidmakes no secret of his
scorn forHamdan's direction-
lessways or the fact that he's

saddledwith the filial duties in
the village.Until his near-death
experience, he silently accepted
it andmore often than not, set-
tled into the routinewith
resigned tolerance. Post-light-
ning,Hamid lets his true feel-
ings out, and the bulk of the
film involves him coming to the
realization that he hates his life
and the onlyway out of his dire
straits is to kill his brother, or at
least find away to sabotage him.

Whether or notHamid sim-
ply had an epiphany or is truly
insane is nevermade clear, to
the film's credit.Director Yalkin
Tuychievmakes effective use of
off-screen space fromminute
one, laying the foundation for
Hamid’s transformation later in
the film.The constant chatter
fromoutside the frame and
characters routinely addressing
otherswe can’t see nicely blurs
the line between fantasy and
reality later in the storywhen

Hamid is teetering on the
precipice of sanity.

The ironic conclusion that has
the tables between the brothers
turned brings the film full circle
— literally and figuratively—
and simultaneously highlights
just how strongTulyakhodjaev
andOkhunovwere in their por-
trayals ofHamid andHamdan.

‘P.S.’

Yeon), keeps trying tomake the
film into a commercial block-
buster.

Undeterred, she keeps plug-
ging away, andwhen things get
to be toomuch, she lets her
imagination run relatively wild
(this is Korea) andwe’re given a
glimpse of her richer inner life.

There’s a youthful, “All About
Lily Chou-Chou” feel to
“Passerby #3”— the onscreen
typing goes a longway to that—
and in Ji-Wan, Shin has created
a believable and empathetic
lead throughwhich she explores
ambition, personal sacrifice and
disappointment. There are

times you feel compelled to
smack Ji-Wan and yell at her to
“wake up,” but then the facts of
her reality set in: she’s a
fortysomethingwoman in Korea
who’s trying to buck the system.
No small feat.

“Passerby #3” is loaded up
with all manner of stylistic
flourishes, some effective, some
simply gratuitous, that serve to
signal Ji-Wan’s flights of fancy,
and thoughHan Tai-Yong’s cin-
ematography at times feels film
school technical, the tight shots
and high angles position Ji-Wan
within theworld and in relation
to others efficiently. Shin falls

down on the supporting charac-
ters that Ji-Wan dances around:
Choi ismore sycophantic than
necessary, and Si-Young’s bru-
tal honesty often veers into
nasty.

But all roads lead to Ji-Wan’s
mealymouthed tendencies
finally coming to an end in the
final act. She accepts an
impromptu part in another
director’s film and in another
version ofmake believe involv-
ing repeated takes of a slap to
the face and the question
“Where do youwant to go?” she
finally explodes and lets loose
withmost of what she’s been

feeling to that point. It’s the big
concluding catharsis Ji-Wan,
the audience and “Passerby #3”
desperately need.

>WINDSOFASIA-MIDDLEEAST

BOTTOM LINE Technically creaky
butultimatelyengaging
characterdrama.
SALES: National CinemaAgency
Uzbekkino. PRODUCTION COMPANY:
FilmstudioUzbekfilm. DIRECTOR-
SCREENWRITER: Yalkin Tuychiev.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY:
RustamMuratov. PRODUCTION
DESIGNER: Akmal Saidov. MUSIC: A.
Karimov. CAST: NazimTulyakhodjaev,
MirmaksudOkhunov, Aziza Begmatova,
Boir Holmirzaev, Alisher Otaboev.
No rating, 85minutes

>WINDSOFASIA-MIDDLEEAST

BOTTOM LINE Bythebook
comedy-drama redeems itself
with flashesofwitandwisdom.
PRODUCTION: KimMi-Jung.
CAST: ParkHyun-Young, Baeck So-
Myung, LeeMee-Yeon. DIRECTOR-
SCREENWRITER-EXECUTIVE -MUSIC:
Shin Su-Won. EDITOR: LeeHyun-Mee.
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Han
Tai-Yong.
No rating, 91minutes.
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“Stone”
BOTTOM LINE: A thoroughly uncon-
vincing melodrama about a sexual
triangle that few viewers are likely
to buy.
Premiering inToronto less than
twomonths after thedemiseof
OvertureFilms,“Stone”reminds
younot onlyhowwilling that
short-lived indie distributorwas
to take risks buthoweasy itwas
for it—or for anyone—tomis-
calculate those risks.“Stone”
starsRobertDeNiro andEdward
Norton, soone cananticipate
critics andadult filmgoerswill
takenotice.Plus the storydeals
with corruption,dark impulses
andmoral bankruptcy so,again,
one imagines itwill at least be
thought-provoking.Ennui-pro-
voking ismore like it.There is
not a crediblemoment in this
overly calculatedmelodrama.
And though JonBrion’s score—a
steadybeat that feels less like
music thananunnervingnoise
fromanearby room—labors to
produce tensionamong the
characters, the actors deliver
unevenperformances.

— Kirk Honeycutt

“Daybreakers”
BOTTOM LINE: A bloody cautionary
tale with a bloodless script.
Writer-directorsandspecial

effects artistsPeter andMichael
Spierig’sgore-soakedshocker
“Daybreakers”unfolds ina
dystopian futurewherevampires
constitute95%of theworld’s
populationandmosthumansare
imprisoned in factory farms,sys-
tematicallydrainedofbloodand
discardedwhentheirveins run
dry.Despite the futuristic set-
ting, thevampiresare strictly
old-school:Therearenosparkly
skinned,undeadheartthrobs
mooningaftermoodyteengirls
andplentyofpredatorymonsters
who likenothingmore thansink-
ing their fangs intoanice,warm
throat.Butwhile the setting is
sleekand filledwithclever
details, the story, inwhichone
goodvampire teamswitha
scrappybandof free-range
humans to fight thepower, is
timewornandpredictable

— Maitland McDonagh

“Chongqing Blues”
BOTTOM LINE: An average father-
and-son angst story with a strong
lead performance.
EventhoughupgradedtoCompe-
titionfromitsoriginalplace inUn
CertainRegard,“Chongqing
Blues”representsnonotable
artistic leap inSixthGeneration
filmmakerWangXiaoshuai’s

repertoire.Flowingwiththesame
pensive,heavycadenceof the
river thatvisuallyandmetaphori-
callydominates thefilm,it isan
oldstyleexplorationof thenew
faceofChinathroughan itinerant
father’s returntothetitularcity to
makesenseofhisson’sdeathafter
abandoninghis family for 15years.
Itmaybesolidlydirectedwith
Bressoniandetachmentand
anchoredbyanabsorbingper-
formanceby leadactorWang
Xueqi,but it isneitheroutstand-
ingnorrevelatoryenoughtoplay
outsideofaclusterofEuropean
arthousecinemas.

— Maggie Lee

“Hot Summer Days”
BOTTOM LINE: A tediously deriva-
tive comedy that struggles to find
an authentic voice.
A surprisingly tone-deaf
romantic comedy,“Hot Sum-
merDays” impressesmostly by
its lack of genuinely original
humor.Although a top box
office earner inChina earlier
this year, Fox International Pro-
ductions’ first Chinese-lan-
guage film is unlikely to acquire
adherents stateside beyond
Chinese-language speakers in
majormetros and perhaps a
somewhat broader audience

among themore adventurous
onDVDor cable.Over several
weeks ofwhat’s set up as the
hottest summer on record in
HongKong and southern
China, a series of love stories
plays outwith varied results.

— Justin Lowe

“All About Love”
BOTTOM LINE: A could-be pleasant
alternative to standard rom-com
gets lost in a didactic shuffle.
HongKong filmmakerAnnHui
hasmadehalf a career out taking
the city’s social politics to task,
and she does it againwith“All
About Love,” an almost roman-
tic comedy about four lesbian
friends, twoone-night stands
that end in pregnancies and the
men that find away to be fit into
their lives.With homosexuality
being decriminalized inHong
Kong for just over twodecades
and families increasingly being
labeled alternative, thematerial
is timely.But unlike“Night and
Day,”whichmanaged to tap into
the complexities of themargin-
alized (if somewhatmelodra-
matically),“Love”drowns in its
ownpolitics andwinds up send-
ingmixedmessages that are best
left unsent.

— Elizabeth Kerr
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ported film body. But only a few
of them broke even due to cul-
tural differences in production
systems and business practices
like the lunchbox problem. Still,
many Korean companies try to
enter the world’s second-largest
film market through many cre-
ative engagements including
location shoots, cast exchanges
and joint investment. And that’s
true even for films where Japan
is not the film’s central setting.

Director Kim Tae-kyun shot
the highlight scene of his sports
drama “A Barefoot Dream,” the
story of a South Korean coach
who leads a youth football team
in East Timor, in Hiroshima,
when technically the film has no
connection with the mid-sized
Japanese city. For Kim, however,
the location carried the possibili-
ty of better exposure and a
smoother distribution into Japan.

“It’s an opportunity to
increase engagement and
expand the market,” he said.
“We could’ve easily saved
money by shooting the Hiroshi-
ma scene on the Korean set, but
the Japanese would recognize
that it’s not the real Hiroshima,
and I wanted them to connect
with the film.”

Several other Korea-Japan co-
prods are currently in produc-
tion. A Japanese remake of the
Hollywood film “Ghost,” which
will hold a market screening at
TIFFCOM, was co-produced by
Korea’s CJ Entertainment and
Japan’s TV Nihon starring a cast
of Song Seung-heon (“A Better
Tomorrow”) and Matsushima
Nanako (“Ring 2”) from the two
countries. “Asian Beauty,” a film
about three women from Japan,
Korea and China whose lives
collide, is completing at TIFF-
COM’s Tokyo Project Gathering.

“Paul, Mom’s on the Way,” a
$23 million 3D animation by Lin
Taro, the celebrated director of
the popular Japanese animation
series “Galaxy Express 999,” is
an ambitious production by
Podo Film, the same company
that co-produced “Cyborg,
She,” another Japanese-lan-
guage film by Korean director
Kwak Jae-young (“My Sassy
Girl”), with Japan’s Amuse Soft
Entertainment.

But the frequent fluctuation in
exchange rates and partnership
with Japan’s unique production

committee, which requires a
unanimous vote of the members
in order to carry out a single
plan, often become barriers for
many Korean companies, espe-
cially in a country where co-
prods are not in huge demand
since domestic films have always
surpassed foreign films.

“Things will become easier
once we have more successful
cases,” Kitta said of Japan-Korea
co-productions. “Five years ago,
I spent a lot of money watching
Korean TV. Now, there are two
satellite stations devoted to
Korean content in Japan. Culture
has to be shared first. If there is a
stronger understanding, then we
move into action.”

Some observe that hiring a
local writer to rewrite the script

rather than simply translating is
more effective in delivering the
nuance of the story when the
film is based on a novel or script
written in another language.
Others suggest that a special
grant and support system could
be prepared on a government
level since films and TV dramas
between the two countries have
contributed enormously to
soothing diplomatic tensions
that have existed for decades.

As part of the move, the Kore-
an Film Council arranged a
pitching forum earlier this year
for producers and VFX firms
from Japan and Korea to meet
and discuss ongoing projects.
Kim Tae-shik’s “Welcome Taxi”
and “Double Touch” by produc-
er Shin Beom-soo were selected

from the Korean side for the
entry.

In a separate forum on the
subject held earlier this month, a
team of producers and policy-
makers from Japan and Korea
settled on points to improve
Japan-Korea co-productions
such as settling legal barriers of
joint-production and providing
incentives.

“It would be greedy to try to
catch two rabbits at once,” said
Lee Yeong-eun of Japanese dis-
tribution team at CJ Entertain-
ment, referring to her experi-
ence producing the Japan-
Korean co-prod “Virgin Snow,”
which did better at the Japanese
box office than in Korea. “That’s
an inevitable factor in co-pro-
duction.” ∂

Co-production
continued from page 1

“A Barefoot Dream”

“Joint Security Area”“Wecould’veeasily
savedmoneyby
shooting the
Hiroshimasceneonthe
Koreanset,but the
Japanesewould
recognize that it’snot
the realHiroshima,and
Iwanted themto
connectwith the film.”

— Kim Tae-kyun, director
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Both “Pinky Time” by Taiwanese
director Sean Chen and “The Big
Blue Lake” by Hong Kong’s
Jessey Tsang are ambitious fea-
tures targeting distribution in
Japan. “Hara Ga Kor Nande” is
from Yuya Ishii, who won the
Edward Yang New Talent Award
at the Asian Film Awards.

Period epics present a color-
ful lineup from various regions.
“Vancouver Asahi” is based on
the true story of a Japanese-
Canadian baseball team set in
1917. “The Woman Barber” by a
Korean writer-director Kim
Chung-guk will weave a love
story between a Japanese geisha
and a Korean man set in WWII-
era Korea.

“Desert Queen,” a fantasy
genre film by Thailand’s Ekachai
Uekrongtham (“Beautiful
Boxer”), delves into a mysteri-
ous encounter between a young
Thai woman and a Japanese chef
set in the 17th-century Thai
Royal Court. “Yellow Earth”
tells the tale of captured soldiers
who escape a war camp in
Cowra, Australia, in 1944.

A pool of Southeast Asian tal-
ents also present gripping syn-

opses. “Headshot,” a film noir
from a Thai director Pen-ek
Ratanaruang, depicts a hit-man
shot in the head during an
assignment who sees everything
upside down. “Camera” by Sin-
gaporean director James Leong
(“Aki Ra’s Boys”) is the dizzying
story of a man trying to capture
everything he sees in reality in
camera. Vietnamese director
Nguyen-Vo Nghiem-Minh’s lat-
est, “Dance of the Executioner,”
paints a story of people tangled
in a death sentence. “Trans
Sumatra” from Indonesian
writer-director Nia Dinata pres-
ents gender struggle set in con-
temporary Indonesia.

A number of Japanese pro-
ducers have hooked up with
South-Asian partners at this
year’s gathering. “The Book
Keeper” is a Japan-Malaysia co-
production from director Woo
Ming Jing and producer
Edmund Yeo of “The Tiger Fac-
tory.” It screened earlier at
Cannes.

This year’s TPG is also a ven-
ture into varied genres, with
everything from a zombie flick
(“Zombie, My Zombie”) to an
animal movie (“The Dog Want-
ed”) based on a true animal-
abuse incident in Taiwan.

“The Host 2,” Chungeorahn

Film’s sequel to the famed
Korean monster flick, will be
here with a 3D promo reel. Fan-
tasy animation “Next Intelli-
gence,” from producer Hiroshi
Kon, envisions a world taken
over by robots. “The Unstop-
pable Movements of Naked
Monkeys” is based on a popular
Japanese sci-fi author Yasutaka
Tsutsui novel, while “Kingdom
of Desire” a mystery thriller
from director Xiao Jiang (“Elec-
tric Shadow”) delves into a Dis-
covery Channel director who
goes missing in India.

A few Korean productions are
ready to strike a deal with global
partners. “Haunted Obsession”
by Eugene Lee, who produced
Kim Ji-woon’s “A Bittersweet
Life,” delves into an insurance
scam. On the drama side, “On
Your Journey” looks into an
Indonesian migrant to Korea
trying to adjust to her new
home. “Asian Beauty” (working
title) by director Jang Jin
(“Murder, Take One”) is about
three women from Japan, South
Korea and China, who disagrees
on everything except fashion.

A number of films by innova-
tive Japanese directors also offer
a slice of new Japanese cinema.
The director Hiroki Ryuichi
(“Vibrator”) better known for

his well-made “pink films,” or
Japanese soft-porn, presents
“Seagull Day,” a fantasy fiction.
“The War,” from Sakichi Sato
depicts a brother recording a
murder incident in a film. “New
Hello” by Yutaka Tsuchiya
describes a strange reunion of a
bullied girl and a sex offender.

“Japanese filmmakers are
often focused only on the
domestic market, so we try to
open their eyes to the possibili-
ties of international markets
and co-productions,” said Toru
Sakurai, assistant director at
TPG.

The organizers report that
international projects selected for
TPG are gaining more attention
and public funding in their home
countries, a sign of the increasing
kudos given to the event.

Three projects from previous
TPGs, “Wandering Home” from
Japan and “Zoom Hunting” and
“4th Portrait” from Taiwan, are
screening at this year’s TIFF.

The most promising project
in TPG will be awarded $25,000
in postproduction services by
Technicolor. The Tokyo Project
Gathering starts today at Rop-
pongi Academyhills (40th floor)
in Mori Tower, and runs through
Thursday.
Gavin Blair contributed to this report.

TPG
continued from page 1

Jiang Xiduo, Tess Liu, Tian
Huimin and Ji Qing.

Melbourne-born and Beijing-
raised actor Voutas, whose last
role in a major film was in Lu
Chuan’s “City of Life and Death,”
says he hopes “Red Light,” pro-
duced by his partner-producer
Melanie Ansley, will get a theatri-
cal release in China, where the
government limits the portrayal
of sexual activity on film.

At a time when China’s box
office is booming and moviego-
ers are demanding greater vari-
ety from an industry that plays
to the middle because of the lack
of film ratings, Beijing’s leaders
are set on promoting media that
is in synch with their own views
of “harmonious society.”

Filmmakers who wish to cap-
ture modern Chinese city life as
it actually is, with humans being
human — swearing, procreating
and hustling to get ahead — face
a challenge if they wish their
work to be seen.

So Voutas, 31, and Ansley, a
half-Chinese Canadian reared in
Shanghai, knew that in order to
make “Red Light” ring true as a
Mandarin-language film, they’d
have to shoot it following a well-
worn indie path: sans official
approval and with an eye on for-
eign film festivals as a means to
exposure.

Brazilians viewing “Red Light”
with Portuguese subtitles might
still be amused by Zhao, a Chi-
nese Jack Black in manner and
shape. As Shunzi, he is frequent-
ly foul-mouthed, seen suction-
cupping a rubber male prosthetic
to his forehead and selling both
condoms to minors and an anti-
impotence drink to the elderly.

“One Chinese producer we
saw suggested we set the movie
in a tea shop,” Ansley said.
Voutas chimed in: “Nobody
wants to see a film about a tea
shop and I wanted to make a
commercial movie.”

Voutas is convinced Chinese
would want to see his movie
about an everyman of sorts in a
city where there are now more
than 2,000 licensed sex shops —

up from just one in 1994 — and
scores of restaurants selling
virility soup made from deer
antler or tiger penis.

Although there is no nudity in
“Red Light,” and Shunzi’s
clothed arousal is blocked from
view by old-fashioned interti-
tles announcing “This Shot Has
Been Deleted,” the film, still
might offend Chinese censors
who bar “obsceneness” and
“prurience.”

“If there was no hope of get-
ting ‘Red Light’ screened in

China, I wouldn’t be trying to
work with Chinese companies,”
said Voutas. “Sex toys have been
used since imperial times.
Nothing we’re discussing in the
film is illegal these days, it’s just
not talked about on screen.”

Voutas, Ansley and executive
producer Jane Zheng (“Gasp”)
are hoping exposure at Sao Paolo,
which runs until Nov. 4, will con-
vince a Chinese partner to take a
risk on distributing a version of
“Red Light” at home, even if it
has to be cleaned up. ∂

‘Red Light’
continued from page 3

“Red Light”
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Although organizer’s of the
Q&A after the screening of
“Monga” attempted to deflect
questions away from the inci-
dent, in the end, members of the
cast and crew spoke emotionally
at their frustration of what had
happened the previous evening.

“It’s not the first time this has
happened and it’s not that
important in the grand scheme
of things,” said Doze Niu Chen-
Zer, director of “Monga,” in
response to a question from a
European journalist.

In the second part of the
event, Khan Lee, producer of
“Juliets,” spoke of his disap-
pointment that politics had
interfered with what should
have been a celebration of film.

“I felt really sorry for Vivian
Hsu as she was dressed up so
beautifully and looking forward
to walking down the carpet. It
was like she wasn’t able to sit
down at her wedding feast,” said
Lee, trying at first to make light
of what had happened, before
his tone turned more serious.

“We are already one country:
we speak the same language, the
language of film,” Lee said. “We
are citizens of the country called
film.”

Hsu, who appears in “Juliets,”
turned away from the crowd,
apparently in tears.

After regaining her compo-
sure, Hsu, who has worked
extensively in Japan, addressed
the crowd in fluent Japanese.

“We had a bad experience last
night and so we all drank until
morning, but that didn’t solve
the issue,” said Hsu with a laugh.
She went on to joke about how
director Chen-Zer had adjusted
his bow tie hundreds of times
getting ready for the ceremony.

In the world of culture, where
movies are the most visible
ambassadors, the China-Taiwan
filmmakers’ spat in the green
room at TIFF was likely fed by
the heat of the international
spotlight.

Relations between Taipei and
Beijing, either warming or too
hot to touch, depending on the
point of view, have centered
lately on widely publicized trade
ties that went into effect in Sep-
tember — ties whose effect on
the film world are not yet clear.

Last week, Taiwan President
Ma Ying-jeou said he’s open to a

political dialogue with China,
from which the self-governing
island of 23 million people split
in 1949, once outstanding eco-
nomic issues are resolved.

Ma, who took office in 2008,
opened the door to an easing of
one of East Asia's longest-run-
ning feuds, but Taiwanese
opponents, staunchly proud of
their elective democracy, fear it
will make them too dependent
on one-party China,

Taiwanese producer Huang
Liming, whose latest film
“Phantom, Where Are You?”
deals with young romance and
the supernatural, says she’s sure
it will never go to China, where
censors keep tight reins on all
big screen content. “We Tai-
wanese outgrew government
control 20 years ago. We resent
having to ask permission to be
creative.”

Jonathan Landreth contributed to
this report.

from South Korea and one from
China, have already been select-
ed for the postproduction
incentives. Applications for the
location hunting subsidies –
which may only be submitted in
Japanese — are being accepted
between Oct. 25 and Nov. 5.

“The reason for the short
application period is that we
don’t have much time to choose
three projects that can start
before the end of the financial
year in March,” said Hideaki
Tokutake from the UniJapan
planning division, which is
administering the STPP.

“This is a trial project and we
have a limited budget, so for now
it is focused on Asia, but the idea
is to expand it to other territories
in the future,” said Tokutake.

The success of two Asian pro-
ductions that attracted foreign
tourists to rural Japanese loca-
tions seems to have had a large
influence on the pilot program.
“Iris,” a Korean TV drama that
Japan’s TBS invested in and also
broadcast, attracted tourists to
the Akita locations in northern
Japan. Meanwhile, Chinese
director Feng Xiaogang’s love-
story “If You Are the One,” saw
visitors flocking to Hokkaido.

Limiting the initial program
to Asia though, “sends the
wrong message to the other ter-
ritories which have been largely
ignored until now,” suggested
Daren Afshar, president of
Japan-based entertainment
consultancy Winery Prods.

However, Afshar describes the
STPP as a “much-awaited and
bold step in the right direction.”
There are an almost bewildering
array of government agencies,
film commissions and various
ministries that have at least some
responsibility for the direction
and execution of policy.

“We are now running a work

group with the ministries and
experts in the field with a view
to creating a single entry point
for overseas producers,” Toku-
take said.

In addition to this, Japan is
cutting public spending and its
national debt is already the sec-
ond-highest in the world. In this
challenging economic climate,
and when the Japanese govern-
ment has declared its intention
to boost both tourism and “soft-
power” exports, attracting big-
spending projects to the country
would seem to be a no-brainer.

Afshar says he is “now
involved in 11 projects related to
Japan that would bring a lot of
tourism value. One of the pro-
ject’s, ‘Survivor,’ promises $6
million in direct local spend.”
The reality show broadcasts in
more than 150 countries and
would bring tourist PR value
worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, according to Afshar,
who is concerned that “Sur-
vivor” and “many big scale
Western projects are going to
pass on shooting in Japan.”

The producers of “Mission
Impossible 3” had wanted to
film in Japan, but the difficulties
in obtaining permission to close
central Tokyo streets for shoot-
ing appear to have frustrated the
filmmakers and Shanghai ended
up the beneficiary of the Japan-
ese capital’s loss.

“We acknowledge it’s very
difficult to shoot in Japan now
and it would be good to have the
kind of incentives available to
productions in Europe and the
ease of getting permission in
New York, for example,” Toku-
take said.

With the STPP and the talk of
working toward a single body
responsible for facilitating
screen tourism, Japan is defi-
nitely taking a baby step in the
right direction. “It’s time for
Japan to take a big step,” Afshar
said. “I hope that it will.”∂
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“Iris”

Ho-Cheung’s slasher film
“Dream Home.”

Last week, Ho won the
best actress prize at the Sit-
ges Film Festival in Catalo-
nia, Spain, for her perform-
ance in “Dream Home.”

“The Courier,” which
also stars Til Schweiger
(“Inglorious Basterds”),
will be executive produced
by Morgan, among others.
Producers include Mike
Gabrawy, Cary Brokaw and
Gary Hamilton, founder of
Arclight, which will handle
all sales. The eight-year-
old company’s previous
films include “Lord of
War,” “The Bank Job” and
“Wolf Creek.”

Ho, the 36-year-old
daughter of Macau casino
tycoon Stanley Ho — one
of Asia’s richest men —
previously worked in such
well-known Asian films as
Johhnie To’s 2006 crime
drama “Exiled,” which
takes place in Macau. Ho
also starred in award-win-
ning director Yan Yan
Mak’s lesbian romance
“Butterfly,” chosen as the
opening film of the Venice
Film Festival critics’ week
in 2005. ∂

‘Courier’
continued from page 3
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